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Press Release
SQ Flash Memory Card - New Generation Of Flash
Memory Cards With Double the Speed of Exisiting Cards

Los Angeles, CA, January 9, 2007--- Xmultiple
Technologies introduces a new breed of flash memory
card with double the read/write speed of existing flash
memory cards. The SQ card is a patented mini
memory card which is light weight and small in size.
The SQ card is the optimum in portable data storage
devices
0
devices. Each SQ card is packaged with a USB 2
2.0
interface adapter to connect to any USB port. The
Xmultiple ShareCard is also available to provide SQ
card users with the capability to upload and download
files while mobile and away from laptop or desktop
computers.
The SQ flash memory card is available in a 1GB,
y The SQ card is the first of
2GB and 4GB capacity.
its kind which can insert in any direction. No other
memory card match up to the SQ card which
patent technology provides the fastest speed of
60MBs. The read speed is 32.4MB and the write
speed is 21.5MB for the 2GB version. The 1GB
version have a read speed of 24MB and a write
speed of 12MB. Compare this to other existing
flash memoryy cards which have read speeds
p
of
2.8MB and write speeds of 3.2MB.
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The ShareCard requires no PC to download remotely
from to the SQ card to the integrate flash memory
integrated in the ShareCard itself. Download any file,
folders,
f ld
music,
i photographs
h t
h and
d more. With the
th
ShareCard and the SQ flash memory card the user
connects their device directly to another users, without
the need for a PC.
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The SQ card has golden prints on each side of the
card which providing a life expectancy four times
longer than other memory cards. The SQ card
operates with any operating system including
Windows98SE, ME, .2000, XP, MAC OD9.X and
MAX 10.X. The SQ card supports Windows Vista
“ReadyBoost”.
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